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Abstract: This paper proposes the application of force-projecting bilateral control to a master-follower
teleoperation system with pneumatic drive on the follower side and evaluates its effectiveness. The
proposed method directly projects the operating force on the master side to the driving force on
the follower side, eliminating the need for both position control and external force detection on the
follower side, thereby solving the problem of low rigidity and response delay of a pneumatic servo
system and providing highly stable sensor-less force presentation against variable environments.
In this study, dynamic response analyses of a 1-DOF master-follower system were performed by
numerical simulation using a linear system model, followed by experimental verification by imple-
menting an actual system with an external force estimator. The results showed that the proposed
force-projecting bilateral control has significantly higher positioning rigidity and better force control
stability than the conventional force-reflecting bilateral control. A theoretical consideration was
also given using the equivalent transformation of force transfer functions to provide evidence of
high stability.

Keywords: telerobotics; teleoperation; bilateral control; motion control; force estimation; compliant
robot; pneumatic servo-drive

1. Introduction
1.1. Research Background

Bilateral control is a teleoperation method that simultaneously controls the position
and force of both the master and follower and has been studied in the fields of surgical
robotics [1], space robotics [2], and radioactive material manipulation [3]. These control
methods are based on the assumption that they can be applied to electric manipulators
with high positioning rigidity and fast force response. On the other hand, pneumatic
manipulators have a high affinity with humans and environments because of their softness
caused by the compressibility of air, lightweight, high power, high shock and vibration
resistance, electromagnetic noise-free, and ability to estimate external force without a
force sensor. Taking advantage of these characteristics, pneumatic manipulators have
been applied to surgical assist robots [4,5], humanoid robots [6], rehabilitation robots [7,8],
construction machinery operating robots [9] and so on. For these systems, accurate and
stable bilateral control is also desired for remote work and teaching operations. However,
most existing bilateral control methods are systems that assume high rigidity and fast
response from the follower robot. If these are applied to a low-rigidity servo device such
as a pneumatic manipulator, the positional deviation between the master and follower
may reduce operability, and the system may become unstable due to a delayed response.
Furthermore, in environments where the robot cannot be equipped with a force sensor,
the above problems are more likely to occur as uncertain values of external force estimation
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are fed back to the master. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a practical, highly rigid,
and highly stable bilateral control method suitable for such a compliant device with low
rigidity and low response.

1.2. Related Works

Bilateral control begins with basic control methods such as symmetrical bilateral
control and force-reflecting bilateral control (Force-Reflecting Type), and many methods
have been developed to reproduce delicate tactile sensations and obtain high stability.
Miyazaki et al. [10] proposed a parallel bilateral control with a small phase delay and high
stability by giving equal position commands to the master and follower. Tachi et al. [11–13]
proposed an impedance-controlled bilateral control that can determine the virtual mass
and viscosity of the master and follower to arbitrary values. In particular, Lawrence [14]
defined “transparency” as a quantitative index of force sensation reproduction in bilateral
control, and Yokokoji et al. [15–17] proposed a 4-channel bilateral control that achieves
ideal transparency. In recent years, Michel et al. [18] presented an adaptive impedance
control architecture for robotic teleoperation of contact tasks using the ‘Learning from
Demonstration’ framework. However, these control methods assume a system with high
control rigidity, so they are not suitable for flexible pneumatically driven systems. In ad-
dition, a force sensor is required to measure external force, which is difficult to use in
harsh operating environments where sensors cannot be installed on the device. The latest
research trend includes an identification-free, data-driven H∞ control method proposed
by Kucukdemiral et al. [19] under physical limitations and norm-bounded disturbances.
Data-driven control has been successful in many applications, but it can be difficult to
generalize in terms of data quality and reliability. A model-based approach is still useful
for addressing specific constraints and requirements.

On the other hand, there are studies such as Iida et al. [20–22] that have applied
an observer-based acceleration control theory [23] to bilateral control and achieved high
transparency without using force sensors. This method uses a disturbance observer (DOB)
and a reaction force observer (RFOB) to achieve high-speed force control without a force
sensor. Advancing this technique, Kimura et al. [24] proposed a novel admittance-based
bilateral control system using only two communication channels without deteriorating
the control performance, which results in communication data reduction. However, this
acceleration-based bilateral control requires the actuator to have quick responsiveness to
perform acceleration control well and is not suitable for pneumatic actuators that have a
significant response delay in driving force.

When it comes to pneumatically driven systems, even in recent years, a great deal of
research has been conducted to improve position controllability [25–27]. In these studies,
the position control bandwidth was quite low, making it inherently difficult to achieve
high stiffness and stability. On the other hand, many studies on sensor-less external
force estimation take advantage of the high back-drivability of pneumatic actuators [28,29].
Although these studies have pursued more rigorous dynamic models that include nonlin-
earities, they still leave non-negligible levels of estimation error. Related works on bilateral
control systems for pneumatic manipulators include a control method using a passive con-
troller for a force amplification system developed by Durbra et al. [30], and a sliding mode
control method for controlling pneumatic pressures using an inexpensive solenoid valve
proposed by Moreau et al. [31]. In addition, Shono et al. [32] designed and implemented
an encrypted controller for a force feedback-type bilateral control system using pneumatic
cylinders. However, these methods have not solved the aforementioned problems of pneu-
matic servo drive such as low response and low rigidity. Tadano et al. [33,34] developed
pneumatically driven robotic surgical instruments capable of external force estimation
without using force sensors and constructed the Force-Reflecting Type bilateral control
system. However, there remained problems, such as large position deviation between the
master and follower due to low control rigidity on the follower side, and errors in external
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force estimation due to modeling errors, resulting in system instability and an unnatural
operational feel.

In contrast to the existing studies mentioned above, Kaneko et al. [35] have proposed
a robust control method that does not require high-precision specifications for bilateral
control systems. Kanaoka et al. [36,37] named this method “force-projecting bilateral
control” and proposed a design method that can be practically applied. The force-projecting
bilateral control (Force-Projecting Type) directly projects operating forces on the master side
to the driving force on the follower side and was applied to the control of force-amplifying
manipulators [38] that require high rigidity and large output. This control method does
not require position control on the follower side; thus, the system performance does not
depend on the control stiffness of the follower device. Another important point is that there
is no need for external force feedback from the follower to the master, so there is no need
for force sensors or external force estimation.

1.3. Research Objective

Therefore, in this study, we focus on the advantages of the force-projecting bilateral
control mentioned above and aim to solve the problems of positional deviation and system
instability caused by the low rigidity and slow response characteristics of a pneumatically
driven follower device.

This study deals with a one-degree-of-freedom (DOF) bilateral control system con-
sisting of an electric drive master and a pneumatic drive follower with a single-axis linear
motion to simplify the problem and facilitate an essential understanding of the system
behavior. First, a theoretical model of the system is constructed, and its transient and
frequency responses are investigated by numerical simulation. Next, an actual system is
developed assuming a situation in which the follower-side device cannot be equipped with
a force sensor. The transient and frequency responses are investigated experimentally in
the same way as the simulation. In addition, a manual operation experiment by a human
is performed to investigate the system’s behavior and operability. Through numerical
analyses and experiments, we compare the control performance and stability of the pro-
posed Force-Projecting Type with those of the conventional Force-Reflecting Type and
demonstrate the superiority of the Force-Projecting Type.

2. System Modeling and Control Architecture

This section describes the linear analytical models of the two bilateral control systems
for numerical simulation. The modeling approach is common to our previous study [39],
but the model parameters are fully updated to match the values of the actual system shown
in Section 4. In addition, the derivations of the theoretical models are provided in more
detail than our previous study [39].

2.1. One-DOF Master-Follower Dynamic Model

A bilateral control system is a teleoperation technique in which a master and a follower
control each other’s position to achieve the desired operability and reproducibility. To
analyze such a system, we consider a master-follower model with one DOF, as shown
in Figure 1, which represents the mechanical dynamics of the manipulator. The physical
parameters and constants that each symbol and subscript signify are shown in Table 1.
In this model, on the master side the operating force fm applied by the operator, the master
driving force τm, and the damping force Bm ẋm act on the master mass Mm, and acceleration
ẍ f is generated. Similarly, on the follower side, the reaction force f f received from the
environment, the follower driving force τf , and the damping force B f ẋm act on the follower
mass M f , generating an acceleration ẍ f . In such a model, the equation of motion of the
master can be expressed as (1).

Mm ẍm + Bm ẋm = fm + τm (1)
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Figure 1. 1-DOF model of master-follower system [39].

Table 1. Symbols and Indices.

Description Symbol and Index

Laplace operator s
Position X(= L[x])
Operational force at master Fm(= L[ fm])
Reaction force at follower Ff (= L[ f f ])
Driving force T(= L[τ])
Mass M
Spring constant k
Damping coefficient B
Position gain Kp
Velocity gain Kv
Natural frequency ω
Damping ratio ζ
Index of master ⃝m
Index of follower ⃝ f

Similarly, the equation of motion of the follower can be expressed as (2).

M f ẍ f + B f ẋ f = − f f + τf (2)

Next, the Laplace transform is performed on these equations of motion. Let X, F,
and T be the Laplace transforms of x, f , and τ, respectively, and the Laplace transforms
of the Equations (1) and (2) can be expressed as (3) and (4), respectively. In this paper, s
denotes the Laplace operator.

MmXms2 + BmXms = Fm + Tm (3)

M f X f s2 + B f X f s = −Ff + Tf (4)

Here, these equations of motion are expressed as transfer functions. Transforming the
equation of motion of the master (3) results in the following equation:

Xms =
1

Mms + Bm
(Fm + Tm) (5)

In Equation (5), the relationship between the force acting on the master and the
resulting velocity is described as impedance Zm, and the transfer function related to the
dynamic characteristics of the master is obtained.

Xms = Zm(Fm + Tm)

Zm =
1

Mms + Bm
(6)
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Similarly, for the follower, transforming the equation of motion of the follower (4)
results in the following equation:

X f s =
1

M f s + B f
(−Ff + Tf ) (7)

In Equation (7), the relationship between the force acting on the follower and the
resulting velocity is described as impedance Z f , and the transfer function related to the
dynamic characteristics of the follower is obtained.

X f s = Z f (−Ff + Tf )

Z f =
1

M f s + B f
(8)

In addition, we describe a model of the environment in which followers act. As shown
in Figure 1, the environment is described as a wall with a spring constant ke and a damping
coefficient Be. In this study, to make the analyses and experiments convenient, it is assumed
that the follower is connected to the environment and never leaves. Under this condition,
the reaction force Ff received by the follower can be expressed as follows:

Ff = keX f + BeX f s

=

(
ke + Bes

s

)
X f s (9)

In Equation (9), the relationship between the follower reaction force and the resulting
velocity is described as the impedance Ze, and the transfer function related to the dynamic
characteristics of the environment is obtained.

Ff = ZeX f s

Ze =
ke + Bes

s
(10)

2.2. Design of Bilateral Control Systems

This study proposes the application of force-projecting bilateral control to a master-
follower system with a pneumatically driven follower device, and evaluates the control
performance and stability by comparing it with conventional force-reflecting bilateral
control. These two control methods have opposite schemes for exchanging position and
force information between the master and follower.

2.2.1. Force-Reflecting Type

First, we describe the conventional force-reflecting bilateral control system. The block
diagram of the Force-Reflecting Type used in this study is shown in Figure 2. The meanings
of each block and transfer function are shown in Table 2.

In the Force-Reflecting Type, the master driving force τm projects the reaction force
f f from the environment received by the follower, and the follower driving force τf is
controlled so that the positional deviation X f − Xm of the master and follower becomes
zero. This control scheme is given by the following equations:{

Tm = −Ff
Tcmd

f = C f (Xms − X f s) (11)

where C f denotes a controller of the follower motion.

C f =
Kp f + Kv f s

s
(12)
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Figure 2. Block diagram of the force-reflecting bilateral control [39].

Table 2. Transfer functions of block diagrams.

Meaning Transfer Function

Master impedance Zm = 1
sMm + Bm

Follower impedance Z f =
1

sM f + B f

Master position controller Cm =
Kpm + sKvm

s
Follower position controller C f =

Kp f + sKv f
s

Environment impedance Ze =
ke + sBe

s
Pneumatic delay Dpn =

ω2
pn

s2 + s2ζpnωpn + ω2
pn

In Equation (12), Kp f and Kv f are feedback gains of the follower position and velocity,
respectively.

Here, we describe the response delay characteristics of the pneumatically driven
follower device, which is the subject of this study. In a typical pneumatic servo drive,
a control signal is applied to a servo valve as a voltage to drive a mechanical spool that
regulates the cross-sectional area of airflow. Then, air flows into the actuator through the
tubing, resulting in an actual driving force by changing the internal pressure. Therefore,
the control response is affected by delays due to the performance of the servo valve and air
compressibility. In this study, the response delay of the pneumatic drive on the follower is
approximately modeled by a linear second-order delay element Dpn based on an existing
study [4]. The relationship between the driving force command and the actual driving
force is expressed as follows:

Tf = DpnTcmd
f (13)

Therefore, the Equation (11) of the control system can be rewritten, including the
pneumatic response delay of the follower side.{

Tm = −Ff
Tf = DpnTcmd

f = DpnC f (Xms − X f s) (14)

2.2.2. Force-Projecting Type

Next, we describe the proposed force-projecting bilateral control system. The block di-
agram of the Force-Projecting Type developed in this study is shown in Figure 3. The mean-
ings of each block and transfer function are shown in Table 2.
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Figure 3. Block diagram of the force-projecting bilateral control [39].

In the Force-Projecting Type, the master driving force τm is controlled such that the
position deviation X f −Xm between the master and follower becomes zero, and the follower
driving force τf is controlled by directly projecting the operational force fm acting on the
master. In the Force-Projecting Type, the control scheme of position and force is the exact
opposite of that of the Force-Reflecting Type and can be expressed as follows:{

Tm = Cm(X f s − Xms)
Tcmd

f = Fm
(15)

where Cm is the master position controller. It constitutes a PD controller for the master
position and is given by the following equation using a position feedback gain Kpm and a
velocity feedback gain Kvm.

Cm =
Kpm + Kvms

s
(16)

Here, the response delay of the pneumatic drive on the follower side is approximated
by the Equation (13). The Equation (15) describing the control law of the Force-Projecting
Type can be re-written as follows:{

Tm = Cm(X f s − Xms)
Tf = DpnTcmd

f = DpnFm
(17)

3. Numerical Simulation

In this section, numerical analyses are performed on the block diagrams of the two
bilateral control systems shown in Figures 2 and 3 to theoretically understand the funda-
mental behavior of each system.

3.1. Conditions of Analysis

The parameters used in the analyses are shown in Table 3. Each parameter was
set according to the identified values of the experimental system described in Section 4.
In particular, the identification of the parameters ωpn and ζpn of the second-order delay
element, which represents the response delay characteristics of the pneumatic drive, is
described in Section 4.2.

For the Force-Reflecting Type, we set three different position gains Kp f on the pneumat-
ically driven follower: “LOW”, “MID”, and “HIGH”. The value of HIGH gain is equal to
the position gain Kpm of the electric master. While the actual experimental system operated
stably only at LOW gain, we show in this simulation that the system becomes unstable
with larger values of Kp f . The velocity gains Kvm and Kv f are set as the critical damping
factor of the mechanical vibration system.
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Table 3. Parameters used for numerical analyses.

Side Coefficient Symbol Value

Master

Mass Mm 0.676 [kg]
Damping Bm 3.84 [Ns/m]

Position gain Kpm 20.0 [N/mm]
Velocity gain Kvm 2

√
MmKpm [Ns/mm]

Follower

Mass M f 0.125 [kg]
Damping B f 11.5 [Ns/m]

Position gain Kp f LOW Gain : 0.30 [N/mm]
MID Gain : 5.0 [N/mm]
HIGH Gain : 20.0 [N/mm]

Velocity gain Kv f 2
√

M f Kp f [Ns/mm]

Environment

Spring constant ke HARD : 97.4 [N/mm]
SOFT : 1.48 [N/mm]

Damping ratio ζe HARD : 0.174 [-]
SOFT : 0.249 [-]

Damping Be 2ζe
√

M f ke [Ns/m]

Pneumatic Natural frequency ωpn 39.6 [Hz]
Damping ratio ζpn 2.36 [-]

For the environmental characteristics, two types of environments were prepared: a
“HARD” environment with a high spring constant and low damping ratio and a “SOFT”
environment with a low spring constant and high damping ratio. In addition, for simplicity,
the mass of the environment is assumed to be negligible, and the follower shall always be
in contact with the environment, moving in unison and never separating.

For numerical calculations, we used the Control System Toolbox software package in
MATLAB® R2022b.

3.2. Step Response

Transient responses were analyzed for the two bilateral control systems and the two
types of environments by applying a step input of 5 N to the master operating force fm.
The resulting time responses of the follower reaction force f f and the position error between
master and follower xe = xm − x f are shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. These results
provide a clear theoretical evaluation of the behavior of the two types of bilateral control
systems. In the Force-Projecting Type, the driving force response delay at the follower
is coupled with the position control system, resulting in an oscillatory response. Only
the LOW gain barely stabilized in both environments, but the positioning rigidity was
very low, resulting in a large position error with the master. On the other hand, in the
Force-Projecting Type, the follower reaction force stably and accurately follows the master
operation force of 5 N. Position control is not required on the follower side, but is performed
by the master side with high positioning rigidity, thus maintaining high system stability
and little position error even with a response delay of the pneumatic drive on the follower.

3.3. Frequency Response

To analyze the frequency response, the objective transfer functions G f and Gx are
defined by the following Equations (18) and (19), respectively.

G f =
Ff

Fm
(18)

Gx =
Xm − X f

Fm
(19)
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G f represents the characteristics from the master operating force Fm to the follower
reaction force Ff , and Gx represents the characteristics from the master operating force Fm
to the position error Xm − X f between the master and follower.
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Figure 4. Step response analysis of the follower reaction force. (a) HARD environment; (b) SOFT
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Figure 5. Step response analysis of the position error between master and follower. (a) HARD
environment; (b) SOFT environment.

The results of the frequency response analysis for G f and Gx for the two bilateral
control laws are shown in Figures 6 and 7. Because the Bode diagram is effective for stable
systems, the analysis for the Force-Reflecting Type was performed only for the LOW gain
Kp f = 0.3 [N/mm], where the step response was stable in both environments.

First, for the force transfer function G f in Figure 6, the ideal bilateral control response is
Fm = Ff , i.e., G f = 0 dB. In the Force-Reflecting Type, the follower reaction force Ff resonates
at approximately 20 rad/s in both environments. This resonance originates from the resonance
frequency

√
Kp f /Mm = 21.1 rad/s of the follower position gain Kp f and master mass Mm,

which causes system instability within the main operating band due to low control stiffness.
However, the Force-Projecting Type showed a desired response for its gain close to 0 dB over a
wider range than the Force-Reflecting Type. The slight drop in gain above 80 rad/s is thought
to be due to the response delay Dpn of the pneumatic drive system.

Second, for the position error transfer function Gx in Figure 7, the ideal bilateral
control response is Xm − Xs = 0, i.e., Gx = −∞ dB. The smaller the gain, the more desired
the response. The Force-Reflecting Type showed a large gain of more than 10 dB and a
harmful resonance in both environments due to the low positioning stiffness of the follower.
In contrast, the Force-Projecting Type maintained a low value of −25 dB over a wide
frequency range and showed no resonance. In the Force-Projecting Type, position control is
performed on the master side with high positioning stiffness, which is not affected by the
low stiffness of the pneumatic follower.
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Figure 6. Bode diagram of the force transfer function G f in numerical simulation. (a) HARD
environment; (b) SOFT environment.
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4. Experimental System Implementation

The numerical analyses in the previous section suggested that the Force-Projecting
Type is effective for the basic model of a master-follower system with a pneumatically
driven follower. In the following sections, this will be verified through experiments on
actual equipment.
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4.1. Hardware Configuration

Figure 8 shows the configuration of the 1-DOF master-follower manipulator con-
structed for the experiment. This manipulator system consists of an electric linear motor on
the master side and a pneumatic cylinder on the follower side. The linear motor can move
smoothly along the linear bearing guides with almost no frictional resistance and is capable
of highly responsive thrust control. The pneumatic cylinder is a low-friction type with
a bore diameter of 16 mm, which also has high back-drivability. The end of the cylinder
rod on the follower side can be connected to the environmental wall, and the follower
reaction force is measured using a force sensor placed on the environmental wall. As shown
in Figure 9, a resin plate is used for the “HARD” environment and a sponge is used for
the “SOFT” environment. Their mechanical properties are shown in Table 3. A series of
experiments were performed with the cylinder rod end of the follower connected to the
environmental walls.

Figure 8. One-DOF master-follower manipulator system constructed for the experiment.

SOFT environmentHARD environment

Figure 9. Two types of environmental walls connected by the follower cylinder rod.

The overall configuration of the experimental apparatus and its system diagram is
shown in Figures 10 and 11, respectively. The measurement and control period for the entire
system is 1 ms. The follower-side pneumatic cylinder is connected to a servo valve through
air tubes approximately 1 m long and 4 mm in diameter. The pneumatic driving force and
position control of the cylinder are realized by precisely controlling the differential pressure
using the measured values of the pressure sensors attached to the two output ports of the
servo valve [4]. The response delay of the pneumatic drive force is mainly due to the slow
control response of the servo valve. Note, that the force sensor is used only for measuring
the reaction force to validate and is never used as a control signal.

The models and specifications of the main components in the experimental system are
listed in Table 4.
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Table 4. Main components of the master-follower experimental system.

Master

Linear motor

Maker GMC Hillstone Co., Ltd.,
Yamagata, Japan

Model s160Q
Stroke 100 mm
Rated thrust 20 N
Mass of moving
part 0.676 kg

Motor driver
Maker Panasonic Corp., Osaka,

Japan
Model MINAS-A6L

Linear encoder
Maker Technohands Co., Ltd.,

Kanagawa, Japan
Model TAi-200
Position resolution 1.0 µm

Follower

Air cylinder

Maker SMC Corp., Tokyo, Japan
Model CJ2XE16-100Z
Bore ϕ 16 mm
Stroke 100 mm
Actuation type Double acting
Mass of moving
part 0.125 kg

Servo valve
Maker Festo AG & Co. KG,

Esslingen, Germany
Model MPYE-5-M5-010-B

Pressure sensor Maker SMC Corp., Tokyo, Japan
Model PSE540A-R04

Linear encoder
Maker Technohands Co., Ltd.,

Kanagawa, Japan
Model TAi-200
Position resolution 1.0 µm

Figure 10. Overall configuration of the experimental apparatus.
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Motor
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I/O Board

AO2

CNT2

AO1

CNT1

AI2
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DC24V
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Pressure

sensor

ENC

0～5V

5V

PC

Ethernet

ENC 5V

±10V

AC100V

AC100V

0.6MPa

0～5V

0～10V

Master

Motor

Follower cylinder

Force 

sensor

AI3~8
±2V

Control Box

Signal Line

Power Line

Pneumatic Line

Figure 11. Electrical and pneumatic system diagram of the 1-DOF master-follower manipulator.

4.2. Design and Characteristics of Pneumatic Servo Drive System

This subsection clarifies the response delay characteristics of the pneumatic driving
force in the experimental system. Figure 12 shows the block diagram of the pneumatic force
controller developed in this study. In this system, the driving force τf of the pneumatic
cylinder is calculated from the pressures P1 and P2 measured on the servo valve and the
pressure-receiving areas A1 and A2 of the cylinder rod. The voltage input u to the servo
valve is determined by a PI controller with a low-pass filter for noise reduction. The applied
feedback gains and the cut-off frequency are shown in Table 5.

＋

－

Servo
valve𝑲𝒂𝒑 +

𝑲𝒂𝒊

𝒔

𝒈𝒖
𝒔 + 𝒈𝒖

𝒖
𝝉𝒇
𝐜𝐦𝐝

𝝉𝒇
𝑨𝟐

𝑨𝟏

+

+

𝑨𝟏

𝑨𝟐𝑷𝟐

𝑷𝟏

𝝉𝒇

Figure 12. Block diagram of pneumatic servo drive system.

Table 5. Parameters for the pneumatic force controller.

Parameter Symbol Value

Proportional gain Kap 0.12 [V/N]
Integral gain Kai 1.49 [V/Ns]

Cut-off frequency gu 50.0 [Hz]
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Using this control system, we investigated the frequency response of the pneumatic
driving force control. The experiment was conducted by giving a driving force command
τcmd

f as a sinusoidal input with the follower cylinder fixed in the center position and
recording the amplitude and phase of the output response τf . The experimental result
is shown in Figure 13 as a Bode diagram. The control bandwidth is only approximately
65 rad/s because the control gains cannot be set high because of the large noise on the
servo valve control voltage. The slight resonance near 10 rad/s is considered to be caused
by overshoot due to integral control. The resulting frequency characteristics are identified
as the second-order delay element Dpn (see Table 2) to obtain the natural angular frequency
ωpn and damping ratio ζpn values shown in Table 3. The fitting curve in Figure 13 is
a least-squares approximation to a second-order delay system according to the phase
characteristics to reproduce the response delay of the pneumatic force control. Note, that
in this experimental system, the dynamic effect of the air tubes (1 m long and 4 mm in
diameter) is very small compared with the effect of servo valve responsiveness.
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Figure 13. Frequency response of the pneumatic driving force control.

4.3. Implementation of Bilateral Control Systems with External Force Estimator
4.3.1. Force-Reflecting Type

Figure 14 shows the block diagram of the Force-Reflecting Type implemented in the
experimental system. Regarding the follower, it is desirable to consider the sliding friction
of the pneumatic cylinder for the actual system implementation. Here, the equation of
motion on the follower is updated from Equation (2) as follows:

y f = M f ẍ f + B f ẋ f + f f ricsgn(ẋ f )

= − f f + τf (20)

where y f denotes the internal dynamics of the follower and f f ric denotes the coulomb
friction of the pneumatic cylinder. In the experiment system, since the mass of the pneu-
matic cylinder is small and the required motion is not so fast, the inertial term M f ẍ f in
Equation (20) is assumed to be negligible. Based on this dynamic model, a feedforward
compensation was applied for the position controller.

τFF
f = B f ẋcmd

f + f f ricsgn(ẋcmd
f ) (21)
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Figure 14. Block diagram of the 1-DOF force-reflecting bilateral control implemented into
experimental system.

In addition, we implemented a reaction force estimator because this study assumed a
situation in which a force sensor cannot be mounted on the follower manipulator. The fol-
lower reaction force f f can be estimated using Equation (20).

f̂ f = τf − y f (22)

The estimated reaction force f̂ f is directly transferred to the master motor to output the
driving force τm. However, the low control bandwidth of the pneumatic servo system causes
chattering in the velocity signal, resulting in oscillatory reaction force estimation. Therefore,
by using the command value of follower velocity ẋcmd

f in the dynamics calculation for the
reaction force estimation, the oscillation of the estimated value can be reduced to enhance
the system stability.

The values of each parameter applied to the control system of the Force-Reflecting
Type are shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Parameters applied to the experiment system (Force-Reflecting Type).

Feedback control gains:
Follower position gain Kp f 0.30 [N/mm]
Follower velocity gain Kv f 0.38 [Ns/mm]
Proportional gain of pneumatic drive force Kap 0.12 [V/N]
Integral gain of pneumatic drive force Kai 1.49 [V/Ns]

Follower inverse dynamics parameters:
Damping coefficient B f 11.5 [Ns/m]
Coulomb friction force ffric 1.0 [N]

Cut-off frequencies:
Master pseudo-differentiation gm 20 [Hz]
Follower pseudo-differentiation g f 20 [Hz]
Valve command voltage gu 50 [Hz]

4.3.2. Force-Projecting Type

Figure 15 shows the block diagram of the Force-Projecting Type implemented in the
experimental system. In the Force-Projecting Type, it is necessary to measure the operating
force on the master side. On the master side, where design flexibility is high, it is not difficult
to mount a force sensor to directly measure the operating force. However, especially in
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this experimental system, the operating force estimator is implemented without using a
force sensor because the friction of the master arm is very small and its dynamics can be
easily modeled. The equation of motion of the master is given by Equation (1), of which
the master operating force and the viscous damping force are collectively defined as the
disturbance to the motor τdis, yielding the following equation.

Mm ẍm = τm − τdis (23)

τdis = Bm ẋm − fm (24)

It is known that the disturbance observer [40] is effective in accurately estimating the
motor disturbance τdis from Equation (23). Once the motor disturbance τdis is obtained,
the master operating force fm can be estimated from the relation in Equation (24).

f̂m = Bm ẋm − τ̂dis (25)

The implementation of the operational force estimator is shown in Figure 16 as a
block diagram.

Figure 15. Block diagram of the 1-DOF force-projecting bilateral control implemented into experi-
mental system.

+ +
𝑴𝒎𝒈𝒅

ො𝝉𝒅𝒊𝒔

𝒈𝒅
𝒔 + 𝒈𝒅

𝑴𝒎𝒈𝒅
+ －

－ ＋
𝑩𝒎

𝒇𝒎

𝝉𝒎 ሶ𝒙𝒎

Figure 16. Block diagram of the operational force estimator.

The values of each parameter applied to the control system of the Force-Projecting
Type are shown in Table 7.
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Table 7. Parameters applied to the experiment system (Force-Projecting Type).

Feedback control gains:
Master position gain Kpm 20.0 [N/mm]
Master velocity gain Kvm 7.35 [Ns/mm]
Proportional gain of pneumatic drive force Kap 0.12 [V/N]
Integral gain of pneumatic drive force Kai 1.49 [V/Ns]

Master inverse dynamics parameters:
Mass of the moving part Mm 0.676 [kg]
Damping coefficient Bm 3.84 [Ns/m]

Cut-off frequencies:
Master pseudo-differentiation gm 300 [Hz]
Follower pseudo-differentiation g f 20 [Hz]
Operational force estimator gd 100 [Hz]
Valve command voltage gu 50 [Hz]

5. Bilateral Control Experiment

Using the constructed 1-DOF master-follower manipulator system, a series of bilat-
eral control experiments were conducted under the same conditions as in the numerical
simulations conducted in the previous section.

5.1. Step Response

The master operational force fm was controlled to be a step input of 5 N. The responses
of the follower reaction force f f and the manipulator positions xm and x f were investigated
with the HARD and SOFT environments. The experimental results for each bilateral control
method are shown in Figures 17 and 18. The ideal behavior in this experiment is for the
forces and positions of the master and follower to be equal, respectively.

First, for the Force-Reflecting Type (shown in Figure 17), the measured reaction forces
on the follower side had large overshoots in both environments, unlike the estimated
values. This was mainly due to the low positioning rigidity of the follower as well as
modeling uncertainties in the reaction force estimation, resulting in large errors with the
actual motion state and inaccurate force feedback. The transient responses were not so
oscillatory compared to the simulation results (see the LOW gain of Figures 4 and 5) due to
the sliding friction of the pneumatic cylinder, which was not considered in the analytical
model. In addition, the difference in the steady state of the measured reaction forces for the
two environments may be due to the static friction of the pneumatic cylinder. Regarding
the position response, it is clear that there were large deviations between the master and
follower due to the low positioning rigidity of the pneumatic cylinder.

Next, for the Force-Projecting Type (shown in Figure 18), the responses of the reaction
force were quite stable for both environments. However, the reaction forces at a steady
state were considered to depend on the static friction conditions of the pneumatic cylinder.
The slow rise in the measured reaction force with the SOFT environment was due to the
driving force consumed by sliding friction when the pneumatic cylinder was actuated by
the input operating force. Regarding the position response, excellent tracking performances
were obtained for both environments due to the control rigidity of the master.

5.2. Frequency Response

Frequency response experiments of the bilateral control systems were conducted
for the force transfer function G f and the position error transfer function Gx defined by
Equations (18) and (19), respectively. The master driving force was controlled so that the
master operating force was a sinusoidal input of fm = 5 sin(ωt), and the amplitude and
phase difference of G f and Gx were measured. The experimental results are shown in
Figures 19 and 20 as Bode diagrams. The results of the numerical simulation are plotted
overlaid with dotted lines for comparison.
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Figure 17. Experimental result of step responses about the forces and positions with two different
environments. (Force-Reflecting Type). (a) HARD environment; (b) SOFT environment.

In Figure 19, the Force-Reflecting Type showed a significant resonance in both envi-
ronments, consistent with the trend in the numerical analysis. Particularly in the HARD
environment, the resonant gain became larger due to errors in the external force estimation.
On the other hand, the Force-Projecting Type had no significant resonance, and stability
can be confirmed over the entire main bandwidth. Compared to the numerical analysis,
the gain dropped significantly above about 20 rad/s. This is because the sliding friction
of the pneumatic cylinder caused the follower displacement to be smaller, resulting in a
smaller force acting on the environment.

In Figure 20, naturally, the Force-Projecting Type with high control stiffness showed
an excellent response close to the ideal. In the Force-Reflecting Type, a resonance was
suppressed compared to the numerical analysis. This is because the sliding friction of the
pneumatic cylinder had a greater damping effect.
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Figure 18. Experimental result of step responses about the forces and positions with two different
environments. (Force-Projecting Type). (a) HARD environment; (b) SOFT environment.

5.3. Response by a Human Operation

Finally, one of the authors operated the master by hand and tried to perform the task
of pushing the two different environments with the follower. A scene of the manipulation
experiment is shown in Figure 21, and the force and position responses in this experiment
are shown in Figures 22 and 23.

According to the result of the Force-Reflecting Type in Figure 22, the force responses
showed that the operating forces during free motion were generally less than 2N, indicating
that the master arm could be operated with light force. The errors between the operating
force and reaction force when in contact with the environment were mainly due to dynamic
modeling uncertainties in the reaction force estimation. However, significant position errors
occurred when in contact with the environment. Under such conditions, the stiffness of the
environment may not be correctly identified as a force sensation.
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Figure 19. Bode diagram of the force transfer function G f in experiment. (a) HARD environment;
(b) SOFT environment.
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Figure 20. Bode diagram of the position error transfer function Gx in the experiment. (a) HARD
environment; (b) SOFT environment.
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Figure 21. Scene of the master-follower manipulation experiment.
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Figure 22. Experimental result of master-follower operation by human (Force-Reflecting Type).
(a) HARD environment; (b) SOFT environment.
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Figure 23. Experimental result of master-follower operation by human (Force-Projecting Type).
(a) HARD environment; (b) SOFT environment.
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The results of the Force-Projecting Type showed that the operational forces during
free movement were about 3 N, resulting in a slightly heavier operational feel than the
Force-Reflecting Type. This is because, in the Force-Projecting Type, the follower dynamics
(e.g., viscosity and friction of the pneumatic cylinder) need to be compensated by the
master’s operational force. In addition, the error of the follower reaction force became
larger when in contact with the SOFT environment. This may be because when the follower
was back driven by a force from the environment, it was not only affected by the follower
dynamics but also by frictional force on the master that was not modeled in the operational
force estimator. Concerning position response, the system exhibited very good tracking
performance, enabling accurate operation.

6. Discussion

The analyses and experiments so far showed that the Force-Projecting Type is more
stable in force response and has higher positioning rigidity than the Force-Reflecting Type.
In the experimental system constructed in this study, the position control stiffness of the
Force-Projecting Type was indeed about 67 times higher (20 to 0.3 [N/mm] for the position
gains) than that of the Force-Reflecting type. Also, in the frequency response of the follower
reaction force (see Figure 19), there was no significant resonance for the Force-Projecting
Type with both environments, realizing the excellent control stability. This is obviously
due to the absence of a position control feedback loop on the follower side. Here, we can
give a theoretical consideration about the force response stability by analyzing structures
of the transfer function G f . Figure 24 shows equivalent transformations of block diagrams
of the force transfer function G f in the two bilateral control systems. Both control methods
partly have structures in common, so we can focus on the different parts other than that.
In the Force-Reflecting Type, the master dynamics Zm and follower position controller C f
exist between operational force Fm and the common part. Therefore, the force response
is affected by these characteristics. Here, it is a major problem when a pneumatic drive
with low control rigidity is used in the follower. Moreover, there is feedback from the
environmental impedance Ze. Hence, the stability changes as the contact environment
changes. In contrast, the Force-Projecting Type has a transfer function of “1” from Fm to the
common part. Moreover, there is also an environmental impedance Ze, but this does not
affect the force response. Therefore, the Force-Projecting Type is also robust to changes in
environmental characteristics.

Figure 24. Comparison of equivalent block diagrams of the force transfer function G f .

In this study, we assumed severe situations where it is difficult to mount a force
sensor directly on the follower-side manipulator, for example, in surgical assist robots and
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construction machine operating robots. In the Force-Reflecting Type, therefore, a reaction
force estimator was implemented, but it is difficult to achieve accurate estimation due to
the uncertainty of the dynamics model and the oscillatory slow response of the pneumatic
follower. Considering implementation in multi-DOF manipulators with more complex
dynamics, it is obvious that the accuracy of the reaction force estimator will deteriorate
further. On the other hand, the Force-Projecting Type is considered to be highly applicable
to pneumatically driven follower manipulators from the viewpoint of its robust stability of
force response without force sensing, as well as rigid position operation due to the high
stiffness of electric master devices.

For a future challenge, we plan to develop a control method to precisely match the
master operating force with the follower reaction force, while taking advantage of the
Force-Projecting Type that does not require force measurement at the follower side. This
will also lead to an improvement in the heaviness of the operational feel caused by follower
dynamics in the Force-Projecting Type.
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